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have relatively small Young’s moduli of  
1 kPa for brain tissue and 10 kPa for heart 
(as a muscle).[4] Additionally, the volume and 
surface of the heart show large and rapid 
changes. Assuming an ontogenetic process 
and pathological hypertrophy/atrophy, the 
deformation of brain tissue exceeds 300%.[5]

However, conventional elastomer-
based devices require a large strain-force 
[e.g., ≈100% strain at 0.73 MPa for poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS)[6]] due to the 
material Young’s modulus (0.73 MPa 
for PDMS[6]). For device applications to 
soft biological samples, it is important 
to reduce the Young’s modulus of these 
stretchable devices in order to decrease 
the device-induced stress to the tissue for 
low invasiveness and safer measurements 
compared to conventional stretchable 
devices. In addition, the strains of conven-
tional devices are limited by the elasticity 
of the device substrate and the intercon-
nections [e.g., silver flakes and self-similar 
geometry interconnections show remark-

able stretchabilities of 215%[2] and 300%,[3] respectively].
In the Japanese culture, “Origami” (ori means “folding” and 

gami means “paper”)[7] and “Kirigami” (kiri means “cutting”) are 
artistic transformations from a flat sheet/film into numerous 
2D and 3D sculptures through folding, cutting, and gluing 
techniques. Kirigami designs have been used in material sci-
ence and engineering to prepare ultrastretchable 2D materials, 
including graphene[8] and nanocomposites.[9] The remarkable 
feature of Kirigami is that rigid and unstretchable materials 
can be rendered stretchable compared to other elastomer-based 
stretchable materials (e.g., 370% strain for nanocomposites[9]). 
This is a way to realize stretchable electronics by utilizing rigid 
and unstretchable materials, including insulators, metals, and 
semiconducting materials.

In this study, we present a Kirigami-based flexible bioprobe 
film device. The device consists of a multiple layered system 
composed of unstretchable materials: insulating parylene-C 
(Young’s modulus 2.8 GPa and yield strain ≈3%) for the device 
substrate and platinum (Pt) (Young’s modulus 168 GPa) with 
titanium (Ti) adhesion (Young’s modulus 116 GPa) for the elec-
trode layer embedded in the parylene. This device realizes mul-
tichannel biological signal recordings with the device’s highly 
stretchable and deformable properties.

Origami and Kirigami may realize numerous 2D (e.g., 
stretching) and 3D devices at the nano/microscale. Similar to 
how Origami paper (120 mm × 160 mm) can be stretched by 
cutting a slit pattern with scissors (Figure 1a,b), the parylene-C 

An ultrastretchable film device is developed that can follow the shape of 
spherical and large deformable biological samples such as heart and brain 
tissues. Although the film is composed of biocompatible parylene for the 
device substrate and metal layers of platinum (Pt)/titanium (Ti), which are 
unstretchable materials, the film shows a high stretchability by patterning 
slits as a “Kirigami” design. A Pt/Ti-microelectrode array embedded in 11 µm 
thick parylene film with 5 × 91 slits exhibits a film strain of ≈250% at 9 mN 
strain-force (0.08 MPa in stress) with a Young’s modulus of 23 kPa, while the 
3 × 91-slit film shows a Young’s modulus of 3.6 kPa. The maximum strains 
of these devices are ≈470% and ≈840%, respectively. It is demonstrated that 
the Kirigami-based microelectrode device can simultaneously record in vivo 
electrocorticogram signals from the visual and barrel cortices of a mouse 
by stretching the film and tuning the electrode gap. Moreover, wrapping the 
Kirigami device around a beating mouse’s heart, which shows large and rapid 
changes in the volume and the surface area, can record the in vivo epicardial 
electrocardiogram signals. Such a small Young’s modulus for a stretchable 
device reduces the device’s strain-force, minimizing the device-induced stress 
to soft biological tissues.

Flexible Devices

High stretchability and deformability are promising properties to 
expand the applications of flexible film (or “sheet”) electronics, 
including sensors, actuators, and energy harvesters.[1–3] In par-
ticular, they have great potential for 3D-shaped soft biological 
samples such as organs and tissues. These biological samples 
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Figure 1. “Kirigami” design-based parylene film. a,b) Photographs and schematics of stretching of a “Kirigami” paper (120 mm × 160 mm) with a slit 
pattern formed by scissors (a: before and b: after stretching). Schematic of “before stretching” (a) includes a cell unit (purple colored), which is used 
in the modeling. c) Accurate displacement of the stretched film by considering the Pythagorean theorem. d) Photograph of the fabricated Kirigami 
parylene film (40 mm long, 20 mm wide, and 10 µm thick) consisting of an array of 5 × 361 slits (Nr = 5, Nc = 180) (Movie S1 of the Supporting 
Information shows repeated stretching of the film). e) Quantitative analysis of the stretchability of a fabricated parylene film. The film, which consists 
of 5 × 361 slits (Nr = 5, Nc = 180), is stretched over a 30 cm ruler with two clips. The film exhibits a stretchability of 1100%, which is measured with 
an additional ruler. f–h) Schematic and photographs of a fabricated parylene film placed over a beating mouse heart. The film with one row design  
(Nr = 1) follows the heart pulsation (also see Movie S2 of the Supporting Information).
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film’s stretching mechanism is based on the out-of-plane 
bending of the membranes around each slit. Namely, the 
bending property of the membranes dominates the stretch-
ability of the whole film system. Compared to in-plane bending 
of membranes,[10] the out-of-plane bending mechanism real-
izes a larger strain at the same strain-force. Based on the tradi-
tional Kirigami concept, herein highly stretchable and deform-
able bioprobe film devices are fabricated. Such Kirigami films 
can be realized by patterning micro/nanoscale slits in the film 
using conventional patterning processes [e.g., photolithography 
technique]. One advantage of the Kirigami concept is that this 
technique is applicable not only to stretchable materials but 
also to other bendable (unstretchable) materials.

A beam model can be used to discuss the stretching property 
of a Kirigami film with a slit design.[9] For simplicity, herein 
we use a cell unit consisting of a slit and four beams around 
the slit (purple colored section in Figure 1a). The design of the 
cell unit array (row and column numbers of cell units) defines 
the stretching property of the whole film system. Without 
considering the out-of-plane bending of each beam with a rota-
tion, the film displacement associated with beam bending,  
dtotal(dtotal in Figure 1c), is proportional to the total load, P, of 
the film, which is expressed as
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where Nr and Nc are the row and the column numbers of the 
cell units, respectively. E, w, and t are Young’s modulus, the 
beam width, and film thickness, respectively. Lslit and Lgap 
are the slit length and the gap between the slits, respectively 
(Figure 1a). This formula suggests that the stretching property 
of the film is proportional to the column-/row-numbers ratio 
(Nc/Nr), while the bending property of each beam contributes 
to the film stretchability. The bending property of each beam is 
defined by the material properties (e.g., Young’s modulus) and 
geometry (e.g., length, width, and thickness) of the membrane. 
For a more accurate expression considering the rotation of each 
beam, the displacement of the film, dtotal, actual, is given by the 
Pythagorean theorem (Figure 1c) as

= + −total, actual
2

total
2d L d L  (2)

where L is the film length prior to stretching. Herein we use 
the actual displacement of the film, dtotal, actual, for the film 
stretching tests and to discuss the stretching properties.

We demonstrate that parylene-C produces a flexible film that 
is highly stretchable and deformable. The fabrication process is 
based on simple steps. First, the parylene film is deposited on a 
substrate (e.g., silicon wafer). Second the slit array is patterned. 
Third, the parylene film is peeled from the substrate.

A 10 µm thick parylene-C film was deposited on a sil-
icon substrate. To form the slit patterns, the parylene-C film 
was etched by oxygen (O2) plasma with a slit mask of Ti 
(≈80 nm thick), which was patterned by a tetrafluoromethane 
(CF4) plasma with a photoresist prior to parylene etching 
(Figure S3 of the Supporting Information shows the process 
steps). After removing the Ti mask (CF4 plasma), the parylene 
film was released from the silicon substrate with ethanol. The 

fabricated parylene-C film, which measures 40 mm long, 20 mm 
wide, and 10 µm thick, consists of an array with 5 × 361 slits  
(Nr = 5, Nc = 180) (Figure 1d) (Movie S1 of the Supporting Infor-
mation shows repeated film stretching.) Herein the designed slit 
length (Lslit) and the gap between the slits (Lgap) are 3400 and 
600 µm, respectively, while the beam width (w) is ≈100 µm. 
This design results in a 1400 µm long and 100 µm wide par-
ylene membrane surrounding each slit. To avoid the stress con-
centration at the edge of each slit, a circular-shaped edge design 
was used.[9] Compared to the corner-shaped edge, the circular-
shaped edge with a 20 µm diameter shows approximately two 
times less stress at the edge (simulation results, Figure S5 of the 
Supporting Information), making the film unbreakable while 
stretching.

The fabricated parylene film exhibits a great stretching prop-
erty, as demonstrated in the quantitative analysis (Figure 1e). 
The initial 40 mm long parylene film can be stretched 1100% 
to a length of 480 mm before the film breaks. As a preliminary 
test, a Kirigami film with a one-row design was mounted on a 
beating mouse heart, whose volume and surface area rapidly 
change (Figure 1f–h; Movie S2 of the Supporting Information).

To compare the stretchability of the slit-designed Kirigami film, 
we also fabricated another type of parylene film with a “diamond 
mesh” design (Figure S7 of the Supporting Information). Because 
there are fewer meshes (or fewer bendable beams) in the same 
film geometry (40 mm long, 20 mm wide, and 10 µm thick), the 
stretchability of the meshed parylene film is limited to 55 mm 
(≈83%) before the film breaks (Figure S7 of the Supporting Infor-
mation), indicating that the proposed slit-array design (Figure 1) 
is suitable to obtain films with large stretchabilities.

Figure 2a shows the fabrication process of the proposed 
Kirigami-based bioprobe device, which consists of an array 
of microscale planar electrodes for multisite recording of bio-
logical signals. The device fabrication was the same as the par-
ylene film process (Figure S3 of the Supporting Information), 
except that electrodes were embedded in the film.[11,12] For the 
device bottom layer, a 5 µm thick parylene-C film was deposited 
on a silicon substrate. As the electrode layer, Pt with an adhe-
sion layer of Ti (40 nm thick for Pt and 60 nm thick for Ti) was 
sputtered over the bottom parylene layer and subsequently pat-
terned by plasma etchings (argon for Pt and CF4 for Ti). Then 
a 5 µm thick parylene-C film was deposited over the electrode-/
bottom parylene-layers for the device top layer. Both the top and 
the bottom parylene layers were patterned by O2 plasma with 
a Ti mask. After removing the Ti mask, the parylene device 
was released from the silicon substrate with ethanol (Figure 
2b) (Figure 2c shows batch-processed devices on a silicon sub-
strate). The fabricated 5 × 91 slits (Nr = 5, Nc = 45) designed 
bioprobe film device has a 1600 µm slit length (Lslit), 400 µm 
gap between the slits (Lgap), and 100 µm beam width (w). The 
other film type with 3 × 91 slits (Nr = 3, Nc = 45) results in a 
different beam design (Lslit = 2700 µm, Lgap = 600 µm, same 
w = 100 µm). Each recording site of 50 µm diameter Pt elec-
trode is connected with a Pt-interconnection (20 µm wide), 
which zigzags on a single beam (w = 100 µm) (Figure 2d).  
Figure 2f shows the other type of interconnection design 
where three interconnections are designed in a single beam 
(w = 100 µm). For in vivo recording applications, the fabricated 
film device was packaged with a polyimide-based flexible 
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Figure 2. Kirigami-based highly stretchable and flexible bioprobe devices. a) Device fabrication steps: (1) deposition of the bottom layer of parylene-C 
on a silicon substrate, (2) sputtering of a Pt-electrode layer with a Ti adhesion layer over the parylene layer and subsequent plasma etching to form 
a pattern, (3) deposition of the device top layer of parylene-C over the Pt-electrode layer and the bottom parylene layer, (4) sputtering of a hard mask 
of Ti over the top parylene layer and plasma-etching patterning, (5) patterning of the both top and bottom parylene layers by a plasma with the Ti 
mask, and then removal of the Ti mask, and (6) release of the parylene device from the silicon substrate with ethanol. b) Photograph of the fabricated 
device after removing from the silicon substrate. c) Photograph showing batch-processed devices on a silicon substrate. d) Photograph showing the 
50 µm diameter planar Pt-electrode site in a device connected with a zigzag Pt-interconnection. e) Photograph of a device packaged with a polyimide-
based flexible printed circuit (FPC) for subsequent in vivo applications. f) Photograph showing the other type of interconnection design where three 
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printed circuit (FPC) (Figure 2e). Figure 2g shows a fabricated 
device [3 × 91 slits design (Nr = 3, Nc = 45)] stretched 650% by 
tweezers (also see Movie S3 of the Supporting Information).

The electrolyte/metal interfacial electrical impedance of 
the Pt electrode was measured in a phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS). Without stretching the film device (stretchability = 0%), 
the magnitude of the Pt-electrode impedance is 311 ± 32 kΩ 
(mean ± SD) at 1 kHz (Figure 2h). Figure 2i shows the strain-
dependent impedance characteristics of the Pt electrodes taken 
from a film device designed with 3 × 91 slits. The impedance is 
independent of film stretching between 0% and 500%. In this 
stretching regime, the electrical properties of the Pt electrodes 
do not change because each beam (parylene/Pt/parylene layer 
system) bends. As the film stretches between 600% and 700%, 
the electrode impedance slightly drops, probably due to the 
stress-induced peeling of the parylene layer from the Pt layer 
(e.g., concentrated stress at the beam-edge). However, at 800% 
film stretching, the electrode impedance increases significantly 
(>106 Ω) prior to the film breaking.

Figure 2j includes the experimentally measured stress 
(force)–strain curve for a film device designed with 5 × 91 slits 
(blue squares in Figure 2j). The measurement of the 5 × 91-slit 
device confirms that a 9 mN strain-force (0.08 MPa in stress) 
to the film realizes a high film stretchability of ≈250%. In this 
regime (20–250% strain), the film’s strain is proportional to 
the stress (force) (green triangles in Figure 2j). The Young’s 
modulus taken from the stress–strain curve is 23 kPa, which is  
≈32 times lower than that of conventional elastomer-based 
stretchable devices with PDMS (0.73 MPa for PDMS[6])  
(purple line in Figure 2j).

The experimentally obtained slope (20–250% strain) was 
compared with the values calculated by formula (2) (red line 
in Figure 2j) and the fit by the finite element method (FEM) 
(blue squares in Figure 2j) (model appeared in Figure S2 of 
the Supporting Information). Because the fabricated device 
shows a parylene thickness of 11 µm (design value is 10 µm), 
we used the same film thickness in both the formula and the 
FEM. The difference in the slope between the formula and the 
experimental values in this regime is 12.2%, except for the dif-
ference at the initial strain point (green triangles in Figure 2j). 
This slope difference is due to device fixation in the measure-
ment, in which each film edge is fixed with a ridged substrate, 
which limits stretching in some beams (approximately two 
column cell units). This edge effect is not considered in the for-
mula or the FEM. Further consideration of the in-plane mode 
in the calculations offer more accurate data fittings. The differ-
ence in the initial strain point is due to the in-plane bending-
mode phenomenon in the membranes prior to the out-of-plane 
bending[13] (Both the formula and FEM values are based on the 

out-of-plane bending mode). In addition, these calculations do 
not include the metal layer (40 nm thick for Pt, 60 nm thick 
for Ti). To further analyze the fabricated Kirigami device, we 
modeled the multiple layered Kirigami system, in which each 
beam consists of the parylene substrate and the embedded Pt/
Ti-metal interconnection (Supporting Information). By con-
sidering the metal layer, the slope difference with and without 
the metal layer is 0.7% (Supporting Information). Because the 
thickness of the metal layer (Pt/Ti) in the fabricated device is 
110 times thinner than the parylene’s one (11 µm), there is not 
a significant slope differences in this regime. At a strain over 
250% (an applied force over 9 mN), the film strain becomes 
saturated due to the limitation of structural deformations.[9,13] 
Saturation is confirmed in both the experimental and the FEM 
data. The maximum strain of the device reaches ≈470% at 65 
mN (0.59 MPa). The other film device with 3 × 91 slits shows 
an increased maximum strain of ≈840% at 58 mN (0.53 MPa) 
[Young’s modulus at the linear regime (20–450% strain) is 3.6 
kPa] (orange circles, Figure 2j). Figure 2j also includes the cal-
culated stress–strain curve for a parylene film without slits as a 
comparison (blue crosses, Figure 2j).

One challenge of such highly stretchable, deformable, and 
flexible bioprobe film devices is neuronal signal recordings 
from brain tissue, which is soft and has a spherical shape and 
pulsatile motion in in vivo recordings. Recent advances in 
microfabrication technology have realized flexible microscale 
planar electrocorticogram (ECoG) electrode array devices and 
demonstrated the advantage of conformal wrapping onto 
brain tissue.[14–16] An additional requirement of such devices 
is that the electrode array must have design variability, such 
as application dependent, tunable intervals between elec-
trodes during the measurements. Other requirements include 
conformal wrapping of an in vivo brain, which shows an 
increase/decrease in its tissue volume due to pulsation of the 
brain.

Figure 3a,b shows a fabricated 5 × 91 slits designed 
Kirigami-based bioprobe device, which consists of 10 channel 
planar Pt electrodes [50 µm diameter, 311 ± 32 kΩ (mean ± SD) 
impedance at 1 kHz], demonstrating the advantage of tunable 
intervals between the electrodes over the cortical surface of a 
mouse brain in vivo. To realize simultaneous neuronal record-
ings from the visual cortex (primary visual cortex, V1) and 
barrel cortex (primary somatosensory cortex barrel field, S1B) 
of a mouse brain, the positions of the electrodes were aligned 
with these cortical areas while the gap between the electrodes 
increased due to film stretching (Figure 3c,d). After positioning 
the first electrode of Ch. 9 over the V1, the second electrode of 
Ch. 8 was positioned over the S1B (3 mm away from the V1) 
by stretching the film and changing the electrode gap from 
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interconnections are designed in a single parylene-beam (w = 100 µm). g) Photograph showing a fabricated device [3 × 91 slits design (Nr = 3, Nc = 45)] 
stretched to 650% by tweezers (also see Movie S3 of the Supporting Information). h) Impedance characteristics of the fabricated device measured in 
PBS without device stretching (0%). Averages and standard deviations of both impedance magnitude and phase characteristics are taken from eight 
samples; the error bars, SD. i) Strain-dependent impedances of the fabricated device at 1 kHz in PBS. Herein the measured device is a designed film 
with 3 × 91 slits (Nr = 3, Nc = 45), which is stretched from 0% to 800%. j) Experimentally measured strain-force characteristics of the fabricated device. 
The measured device is a designed film with 5 × 91 slits (Nr = 5, Nc = 45, green triangles) and 3 × 91 slits (Nr = 3, Nc = 45, orange circles). The graph 
also includes the calculated value by formulas (1) and (2) (red line) and the FEM simulation [blue squares for with slit (Kirigami) and blue crosses for 
without slit (sheet)], and strain-force characteristic of PDMS[6] (purple line).
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Figure 3. ECoG signal recordings from a mouse brain in vivo. a) Schematic of the Kirigami device placed over mouse brain tissue. b) Photograph 
showing the fabricated Kirigami-based microscale planar electrode (Pt) array device [5 × 91 slits design (Nr = 5, Nc = 45)] placed over the cortical surface 
of a mouse brain in vivo, while the electrode positions are adjusted by stretching the film. c) Illustrations of the animal experiment and the positions 
of the Pt electrodes. To realize ECoG recordings from the visual (V1) and barrel (S1B) cortices of the mouse brain, the gap between Pt electrodes 
(Chs. 9 and 8) is changed from 2 mm (initial gap, 0% strain) to ≈3 mm (50% strain) by stretching the film. d) Photograph of the Pt electrodes (Chs. 
8 and 9) after the position adjustments, representing the schematic shown in (c). e) Detected ECoG responses using the Pt electrodes during visual 
and whisker stimuli. Pt electrodes of Chs. 8 and 9 are placed over the barrel (S1B) and visual (V1) areas of the brain cortex, respectively. Each panel 
includes the waveforms and time-frequency domain plots of the recorded ECoG signals. These neuronal responses were detected by Ch. 8 electrode 
during whisker stimuli and Ch. 9 electrode during visual stimuli, respectively [paired t-test, n = 100 trials, p = 1.07 × 10−18 for Ch. 8 (upper right in (e)) 
and 2.04 × 10−78 for Ch. 9 (lower left in (e))]. Averages and standard deviations of waveforms are taken from 100 trials.
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2 mm (initial gap, 0% strain) to ≈3 mm (50% strain at 3.3 mN). 
Although the film’s strain causes 3D deformation of each beam, 
which results in a gap between the Pt electrode and the tissue 
surfaces, the gap can be filled with a conductive solution of 
saline, and each electrode site detects signals of the tissue via 
the saline (Supporting Information).

These Pt electrodes enable the ECoG signals ranging from 
alpha to high-gamma oscillations (8–100 Hz) to be detected 
(Figure 3e). During physical whisker stimulation (an electro-
magnetic vibrator for the mouse whiskers, Supporting Informa-
tion), the Ch. 8 electrode, which was positioned over the S1B, 
detected the neuronal activities with an amplitude of 154 µVp-p 
and a peak time of 54.2 ms. These waveforms are similar to 
the ECoG signals recorded by conventional ECoG electrodes,[15] 
suggesting that these signals evoked neuronal responses by the 
stimuli [p = 1.07 × 10−18, n = 100 trials, by paired t-test between 
prestimulus (−200 to 0 ms) and poststimulus (0 to 200 ms) 
periods]. While visually stimulating the mouse using a light 
source [a white light-emitting diode array, stimulation dura-
tion of 500 ms, Supporting Information], the other electrode 
(Ch. 9) placed over the V1 detected neuronal activities with an 
amplitude of 667 µVp-p and a peak time of 80.6 ms, suggesting 
that these signals are significantly evoked neuronal responses 
by the stimuli [p = 2.04 × 10−78, n = 100 trials, by paired t-test 
between prestimulus (−200 to 0 ms) and poststimulus (0 to 
200 ms) periods]. Waveforms recorded by the Ch. 9 electrode 
during whisker stimulation (Figure 3e, lower right waveform) 
[p = 4.54 × 10−4, n = 100 trials, by paired t-test between pres-
timulus (−200 to 0 ms) and poststimulus (0 to 200 ms) periods] 
is thought not to be caused by the device crosstalk associated 
with the parasitic impedance of the device interconnections  
(250 times larger impedance than the Ch. 9 electrode’s imped-
ance). In addition, the waveform of Ch. 9 is not similar to 
the Ch. 8 electrode’s one. The waveform is probably due to 
the volume conduction or local spread of activity around  
the S1B.[17]

Figure 3e also includes the time-frequency domain plots 
for both ECoG signals. The time-frequency domain plots 
taken from S1B (Ch. 8) show that physical stimulation to the 
mouse whiskers increases the ECoG power in the 8–60 Hz  
frequency band, but visual stimulation has a negligible 
impact on the ECoG power. The other time-frequency domain 
plots of the ECoG signals from V1 (Ch. 9) show that the 
ECoG power in 8–100 Hz from V1 (Ch. 9) responds to visual 
stimulation, but not whisker stimulation. These results indi-
cate that the ECoG signals with tunable Pt electrodes using 
the Kirigami design show reasonable stimulus selectivity in 
each cortical region.

Another challenge for flexible bioprobe film devices is 
applying them to organs that show large and rapid changes in 
the volume and the surface area (e.g., a beating heart). Due to 
the deformable property of the heart, the strain-force required 
to stretch the film device should be minimized to follow the 
natural deformations while beating. Figure 4a,b shows a fabri-
cated 5 × 91 slits design film device wrapped around a beating 
mouse heart. During a heartbeat, the film device stretches fol-
lowing large and rapid (≈2.5 cycle s−1) changes in the volume 
and the surface area of the heart (Movie S4 of the Supporting 
Information).

With a Kirigami device consisting of an array of 10-channel 
planar Pt electrodes (50 µm diameter, ≈300 kΩ impedance at 
1 kHz), we demonstrated epicardial electrocardiogram (ECG) 
signal recordings from the beating mouse heart. Such an epi-
cardial ECG recording can map the heart with a high spatial 
resolution. An array of Pt electrodes, Chs. 1–5, was placed 
over the ventricle side of the heart, while the other array of 
Chs. 6–10 was placed over the atrium side (Figure 4b, Chs. 
1, 2, 9, and 10 are not visible in the photograph). Figure 4c–f 
shows the signals detected via the Ch. 7 electrode; atrial beats 
are observed without the ventricular beats. Figure 4c,d are the 
recorded signals for the whole recording period of 0–1200 s and 
the early period of 0–50 s, respectively. Neither shows a signifi-
cant change in the amplitude of the ECGs during the recording 
(≈4 mVpp in amplitude). Figure 4e show the signal waveforms 
in the early recording period of 0–2 s and the later period of 
1000–1002 s, respectively. Figure 4f shows superimposition 
of these recorded waveforms across a low threshold voltage 
of −1.5 mV; these waveforms are well superimposed. For fur-
ther analysis of the waveforms, an one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) test was performed on the period from −0.02–0.10 s 
(red dashed line area in Figure 4f) to confirm the stability of the 
ECG recording. The ANOVA shows that the effect of the time 
difference during the ECG recording is vanishingly small com-
pared to the amplitude of the waveforms, indicating that the 
Kirigami bioprobe device stably recorded ECG signals from the 
beating heart (F2929, 8751910 = 208930.68, p < 0.0001).

Herein we demonstrate that a Kirigami-based parylene film 
has a great stretchability that exceeds 1000% (Figure 1). We also 
propose metal layer embedded Kirigami bioprobe devices with 
the high stretchabilities: ≈250% at 9 mN and a Young’s mod-
ulus of 23 kPa (maximum device strain of ≈470% at 65 mN) for 
the 5 × 91-slit device and a Young’s modulus of 3.6 kPa (max-
imum strain of ≈840%) for the 3 × 91-slit device (Figure 2j). 
This device can record neuronal signals from the cerebral cortex 
with a tunable electrode gap (Figure 3) and can stably record 
from a dynamically deformed organ (Figure 4; Movie S4 of 
the Supporting Information). Although the Kirigami films in 
both recording applications require a stretchability of <50% 
(Figures 3 and 4), the additional stretchability (strain) should 
realize other applications, including detection of growth of 
brain plaques and Alzheimer’s disease. An ontogenetic pro-
cess and pathological hypertrophy/atrophy of a brain tissue 
cause deformations >300%.[5] However, conventional stretch-
able devices using elastic materials cannot realize a sufficient 
stretchability to follow the organ’s deformation.[2,3] In addition, 
conventional stretchable devices require a large force to stretch 
the films, resulting in a force-induced stress to the organ that 
prevents natural deformation and growth. As demonstrated in 
the animal experiments, the Kirigami design can significantly 
reduce the force required to stretch film devices, enabling mini-
mally invasive neuronal recordings.

Because numerous biological tissues and organs show biaxial 
deformations, such bioprobe film devices must be biaxially 
stretchable. The slit pattern (or the width/length of the thin film 
beam) determines the stretching properties of the film itself, 
including both the spring constant and the stretching direction. 
Besides fabricating a set of slit patterns, which realizes the one-
directional stretching property of the film (Figure 1), we also 
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fabricated a parylene film with the two-directional slit pattern, 
and demonstrated “biaxial” stretchability by placing the film over 
a rubber balloon (Figure S8 of the Supporting Information). Com-
pared to the one-directional slit pattern for uniaxial stretchability, 
the two-directional slit pattern occupies a larger area in the film 
(Figure S8 of the Supporting Information), resulting in a limited 
area for the microscale electrode array and the interconnections. 

Improvements of the device design such as multilayered intercon-
nections (> two metal layers) and thinner interconnection widths 
(<20 µm) are necessary to embed a large number of electrode chan-
nels in a biaxial film. Herein we show a preliminary biaxial device. 
However, the concept of a biaxially stretchable Kirigami device will 
enhance opportunities for numerous biaxially stretching samples, 
including the tongue, trapezius muscle, and thoracic diaphragm.

Figure 4. ECG signal recordings from a mouse heart in vivo. a,b) Schematic and photograph of the fabricated device [5 × 91 slits design (Nr = 5, Nc = 45)] 
wrapped around a beating mouse heart in vivo (also see Movie S4 of the Supporting Information). Sets of Pt electrodes of Chs. 1–5 and Chs. 6–10 are 
placed over the ventricle side and atrium side of the heart, respectively. c) Epicardial ECG signals detected via the electrode Ch. 7, which is placed 
on the atrium side of the heart. d) Recorded ECG signals for the early period of 0–50 s. e) Signal waveforms in the early period of 0–2 s and the later 
period of 1000–1002 s during the recording for 1200 s. f) Superimposition of recorded waveforms recorded for the whole period of 1200 s (the number 
of waveforms, 2988). Red dashed square is consistent with the period used for ANOVA test.
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The demonstrated bioprobe film device consists of microscale 
planar Pt electrodes, enabling both ECoG and ECG signals to be 
detected. Such microscale electrodes can also be used for elec-
trically stimulating sites,[18] enhancing the performance of the 
film device in electrophysiological studies. Although we dem-
onstrated biological signal recordings using a passive electrode 
array (50 µm diameter planar Pt electrodes), embedding flex-
ible field effect transistor (FET)-based circuitry into the parylene 
membrane is also possible using flexible materials, including 
carbon nanotubes,[19] semiconducting nanowires,[20] nanomem-
branes,[21,22] InGaZnO,[23,24] and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): 
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS).[25] Because the stretchability 
of a Kirigami device is based on the bending of each membrane of 
parylene, embedding flexible FETs into the membrane may realize 
Kirigami-based active film devices with a high stretchability.

In conclusion, we propose highly stretchable, deformable, 
and flexible film bioprobe devices by simply patterning slits as a 
Kirigami design. Because the stretchability of the film obeys the 
slit design (or the beam geometry) and the material properties of 
the beam, a film with numerous strain-force characteristics can 
be designed for specific applications. With a Kirigami-designed 
parylene film, we fabricated highly stretchable electrode devices 
(≈250% at 9 mN, maximum stretchability of 470%), and dem-
onstrated biological signal recordings from the brain tissue and 
heart of a mouse, confirming the device’s advantages: tunable 
electrode gaps over the brain and wrapping around a beating 
heart. In these animal experiments where the film stretches 
<50%, the required forces to strain these films are <3.3 mN. 
Consequently, the Kirigami design significantly reduces the 
film’s strain-force compared to conventional stretchable elec-
tronics using elastomer substrates. Such a reduction is an impor-
tant characteristic for stretchable film electronics, particularly in 
devices attached to soft samples such as heart or brain tissue.

We also propose that the highly stretchable bioprobe film 
device is applicable to tissues and organs exhibiting time-
dependent increases and decreases in the surface and the 
volume due to growth or disease. Employing the film’s high 
stretchability, new classes of device applications requiring a 
high stretchable film with a smaller strain-force may be real-
ized, including medical tools, wearable devices, sensors, actua-
tors, and energy harvesters.

Experimental Section
All experimental procedures using animals were approved by the 
committees for the use of animals at Toyohashi University of Technology, 
and all animal care followed the Standards Relation to the Care and 
Management of Experimental Animals (Notification No. 6, March 27, 
1980 of the Prime Minister’s Office of Japan).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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